Abstract-Accurate information about how people commonly travel in a given large-scale building environment and which routes they take for given start and destination points is essential for applications such as indoor navigation, route prediction, and mobile work planning and logistics. In this paper, we propose methods for detecting commonly used routes by robust aggregation, clustering, and merging of indoor position traces. The developed methods overcome three specific challenges for detecting commonly used routes in an indoor setting based on position data: i) a high ratio between path-density and positioningaccuracy, ii) a flat path hierarchy, and iii) providing cost-effective scalability. Through an evaluation based on data collected by staff members at a hospital covering more than 10 hectare over three floors, we show that the proposed methods detect routes that are representative of the commonly used routes between locations. These methods are sufficiently efficient to provide common routes based on real-time data from thousands of devices simultaneously. Furthermore, we show that the methods operate robustly even on basis of noisy and coarse-grained position estimates as provided by large-scale deployable indoor Wi-Fi positioning systems, and with no prior information on building layout.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate prediction of commonly used routes between pairs of start and end locations is essential for indoor applications such as navigation, travel-time estimation, facility planning and logistics. Route predictions can be performed without use of empirically collected data by residing to modeling and heuristics based on assumptions, e.g., that always the shortest or fastest paths are used. However, studies on indoor motion patterns performed by Millonig et. al. [1] show that the spatially shortest path is a poor predictor for the path used, as many factors influence the choice of path, such as the specific context and preferences of the person traveling. Similarly, a study performed by Letchner et. al. concludes that only 35% of outdoor travels follow the fastest path [2] . This suggests that in order to be accurate, route predictions must in part be performed based on empirical data on previously used routes, e.g. by detecting the commonly used routes. While methods exist for detection of commonly used routes for outdoor settings based on empirical data [3] , [4] , these cannot easily be applied to indoor environments due to their lack of addressing three indoor-specific challenges, which are further described in section II: i) An increase in the path-density versus positioning-accuracy, ii) a flattened path hierarchy, iii) providing cost-effective scalability.
In this paper, we propose methods for detecting commonly used routes by noise-resistant aggregation, clustering, and merging of indoor position traces. These methods form InTraRoute, which given position traces from sensing mobile devices detects the commonly used routes between locations. The contributions of this paper include the three main components of which InTraRoute consists: The filtering component Direct Route Traversal Extraction, which facilitates unsupervised data-collection-from e.g. staff members performing their daily jobs-by filtering out indirect routes in collected position traces in order to extract only the direct routes between endpoints. The Efficient Route Clustering component which clusters position traces between two given endpoints and thereby allows for identification of the routes between theseof which there may be many, due to the flat path-hierarchy in indoor path networks. Finally, the Per Cluster Common Route Identification component, which identifies a representative of each cluster of route traversals, based on several potentially noisy position traces between two endpoints. Furthermore, we evaluate InTraRoute in regards to the representativeness of the identified common routes. The evaluation is performed using a large-scale position trace data set containing the movements of staff members at a large hospital covering more than 10 hectare split over three floors. The positions have been collected through Wi-Fi measurements from smart-phones carried by ten staff members during their daily work throughout ten days. Positions are estimated using two simple and scalable Wi-Fi positioning methods, with a mean positioning accuracy of 15m and 30m, respectively. Through the evaluation, we show that the computed common routes are representative of the collected routes, even when the collected routes contain inaccurate outlier position estimates, and even when no prior knowledge of the building layout is available. Finally, we demonstrate that the methods are able to scale efficiently to a 10 hectare building infrastructure with 1359 detected locations connected by 13670 unique transitions, and that the methods will allow for real-time usage of more than 40.000 moving targets continually supplying data.
The methods proposed enable application types that depend on knowledge of common routes. These include indoor navigation, where new employees or visitors to buildings may be guided to use the routes commonly used by people often traversing the building, as well as route prediction, where the commonly used routes may serve as a good predictor of routes used. For facility management and analysis an overview of the commonly used routes can be used to identify and mitigate bottlenecks, e.g., to avoid blocking the preferred routes for maintenance reasons at critical hours [5] . Furthermore, the proposed methods enable automatic task scheduling systems as increasingly widespread, e.g. in hospitals, to plan tasks to be carried out in an order which allows for following the commonly used routes. In addition, automatic task scheduling requires precise predictions of the time involved in, e.g., traveling between work locations. The computation of these travel-time estimates may be greatly improved by accurate knowledge of the routes that will be used.
II. INDOOR CHALLENGES
In this section we further detail the three main indoorspecific challenges that prevent us from directly applying the available methods for outdoor common route detection. High path-density and low positioning-accuracy: In an indoor environment, the ratio between path density and positioning accuracy is drastically increased: The path structure of a building consisting of hallways and rooms is much denser than the typical path structure of a road network. In addition, the accuracy of positioning systems which may easily be deployed in a large-scale building infrastructure is at best only as good as, and often worse than, GPS accuracy as experienced in outdoor scenarios. As a result, performing the identification and distinction of individual paths based on collected position traces is harder indoors, as the expected positioning errors may match or exceed the separation distance between route choices. Flat path hierarchy: Outdoor road networks form a hierarchy from freeways down to local gravel roads. Travelers can be expected to prefer paths high in this hierarchy. This in turn greatly reduces the number of plausible routes. In an indoor environment, however, these path hierarchies are much flatter, less distinct, and often chosen context-dependent-resulting in significantly more equally plausible routes for traveling between two given indoor locations. Providing cost-effective scalability: In outdoor settings, satellite-based positioning and road-models are financed by national and regional funding and can be used by a comparatively large community of users, whereas in indoor environments the financial effort per user is usually larger and has to stem from the public or private owners. Therefore, methods for indoor route estimation have to be optimized for easy deployability, which sets specific limitations on the methods used: i) the availability of up-to-date digital building models cannot be assumed. These may unavailable or need time-consuming processing in order to extract walkable path networks. ii) advanced indoor positioning infrastructures cannot be assumed to be in place, as these may be very expensive to deploy for large building infrastructures; iii) time-consuming setup and maintenance such as up-to-date high-resolution fingerprinting cannot be assumed to be feasible for large buildings. [6] III. COMMON ROUTE DETECTION In this section we describe the InTraRoute method for common route detection that has been developed in order to overcome the challenges described in section II. In the following, a position refers to a location in a building complex. A position estimate is the estimated timestamped position of a moving entity or target, as provided by an indoor positioning system. A position trace is a list of consecutive position estimates, collected as a specific target moves along routes through the covered building complex. Figure 1 provides an overview of the flow of data through InTraRoute, the individual steps of which are further detailed in the following subsections. The targets for which common routes are to be extracted move around a building complex performing their daily routines, while an indoor positioning system computes position estimates (A1). For each individual target, a position trace consisting of its position estimates is maintained (A2). The traces are passed on to the InTraRoute method, the first step of which is the Direct Route Traversal Extraction module, which extracts from each trace the direct route traversals and removes the indirect route traversals. Furthermore, the traversals are grouped by their associated start-destination-pair of locations (B). The Efficient Route Clustering module clusters the direct route traversals for a given start and endpoint pair into clusters. Each such cluster is comprised of route traversals that are similar to each other, according to a noise resistant similarity measure (C). The Per Cluster Common Route Identification module finally aggregates the route traversals in the clusters containing most collected traversals in order to identify a route representative of the most common of the collected traversals for the given start-destination-pair (D).
A. Position Trace Collection
The input for InTraRoute is position estimates of moving targets, computed by a suitable indoor positioning system, e.g. Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. As such, the indoor positioning system and method is not considered part of InTraRoute. However, for completeness we briefly describe the indoor positioning method, which is used to evaluate InTraRoute in this paper: Mobile sensing devices are used to measure received signal strength of Wi-Fi access points in the vicinity of the target device. These measurements are forwarded to a positioning server, which computes position estimates based on the measurement for each target. The positioning method employed is centroid lateration, as described in [7] . The method computes position estimates as the weighted average position of the received access points (AP), using the received signal strength (RSSI) as weight. The resulting position is mapped to the location of the nearest AP, in order to avoid position estimate outliers falling outside the building complex. This simple approach fulfills the goal of being easily scalable for deployment in a large building infrastructure, as the only infrastructure information required is the location coordinates of the APs. We have evaluated the Centroid Lateration method to yield a mean accuracy of 15m in the investigated environment, whereas in comparison more advanced but less scalable Wi-Fi-based fingerprinting methods are expected to achieve accuracies down to a few meter [8] . Consecutive position estimates yielding the same location for a specific target are aggregated into intervals. The resulting position trace for an individual target consists of consecutive triples of the form (T, I, P ) containing a time-interval T , a target identifier I and a position P .
B. Direct Route Traversal Extraction
Consider, for example, that the position traces are collected for a staff member at work. To identify commonly used routes from position traces, we aim to extract from each position trace the direct route traversals, .i.e. the travels undertaken purposefully between two locations. We thus aim to identify start and end location (and times) of such direct travels, and to filter out indirect routes, i.e. route traversals containing detours, such as a toilet break or detour to the coffee machine. Filtering is performed in three ways: First, in order to reflect that direct route traversals should not contain loops, for each position trace which contains a loop of any length the trace is split into three parts: before loop, loop, and after loop; the loop part is considered an indirect travel and not processed further. Secondly, we also split position traces at locations, where the device remained stationary for more than a threshold period T stat . The motivation is also here, that the stationary period signals that the target did not move consistently with purpose from a location before the stationary period to a location visited after the stationary period. Thirdly, we filter based on the stretch factor of routes traversals, as defined by Castro et al. [9] : We compute the stretch factor of a route traversal as the ratio of its length to the length of the 20th percentile of the recorded route traversals (w.r.t length) for the same start-destination-pair. To this end, length can be defined, e.g. in terms of travel time or travel distance. If the computed stretch factor is above a prescribed threshold T stretch , the route traversal is discarded as indirect. When it is concluded that a target traveled directly from a start location to an end location, the respective route traversal data is used also as route traversal data for the sub-routes between the locations passed on the way. Thus, for each route traversal classified as direct, information on routes between several start-destination-pairs is extracted.
C. Efficient Route Clustering
The Route Clustering module groups the direct route traversals for each start-destination-pair into clusters of traversals following similar routes. The motivation for arranging route traversals into clusters is threefold: First, due to the flat path hierarchy two locations may have several commonly used routes between them. Second, some indirect traversals may remain, despite the Direct Route Traversal Extraction step, and thus may not stem from purposefully executed direct walks between a start-destination-pair. This module's clustering will separate these route traversals from commonly used routes, as the former will form smaller clusters. Thirdly, the low position accuracy relative to the high path density may lead to uses of the same commonly used route may produce slightly different route traversals. This module will allow distinguishing between different routes, while still being able to group together slightly dissimilar route traversals into the same cluster of routes. Using computationally efficient clustering aids to achieve scalability of InTraRoute compared to using more complex methods, e.g. the often-used suffix-tress, which in addition do not easily allow for handling noisy location data. We employ a similaritybased online clustering approach using a similarity measure sim(R 1 , R 2 ) which computes the similarity between two route traversals R 1 and R 2 . A measure of similarity sim(C, R) of a new route traversal R to a cluster C of route traversals is then obtained as the similarity sim(R c , R) of R to a representative route travel, representing the cluster C. This representative is available as the current result of InTraRoute's Per Cluster Common Route Identification module, described in detail in Section III.D. The newly collected route traversal R is then either i) added to a most similar existing cluster of traversals or ii) used to create a new cluster if no clusters are sufficiently similar to the traversal, as decided by a similarity-threshold T sim . Using an appropriate similarity threshold T sim yields that when using the same route, the resulting route traversals will be assigned to the same cluster, even if inaccuracies or noise in the Wi-Fi measurements or positioning occur. For suitably measuring similarity we considered as measures sim both spatial and temporal features of route traversals. Specifically, we will present results for using the following two measures: First, the Jaccard measure, defined as the relative number of locations in common between a new traversal R and a cluster representative R C : sim J (R, R C ) := |R∩RC | |R∪RC | ; and second, a travel time-based measure sim T , which is defined as the relative deviation of their travel times t(R) and t(R C ):
|. The latter measure puts a higher focus on clustering together routes of similar travel time, and produces common routes estimates that better reflect common travel times.
D. Per Cluster Common Route Identification
In this component, the route traversals for a given cluster C of route traversals, computed as described in Section III-C, are merged into a single representative route. To this end, InTraRoute maintains as representation for each cluster a transition graph G C (V C , E C ), where the nodes V C represent the set of locations contained in the route traversals that form the cluster, while the edges E C represent the position transitions in the route traversals in C. Each edge is annotated with the number of times the respective transition occurs in the route traversals in C. These transition counts are maintained and updated each time a new traversal is added to a cluster (in the clustering module (C)): for each of the traversals' location transitions either i) the transition count for an existing edge is increased, or ii) a new edge is created if the edge did not exist in the cluster's transition graph. This counterannotated transition graph is now used to determine a commonroute representative for the respective cluster as follows: To each edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ) in G C a weight W (e) is assigned as the squared inverse of its counter, i.e. of the number of route traversals in C in which the transition v 1 to v 2 occurs. In effect, the most traversed edges will be given the lowest weights. This allows for common route extraction as a shortest path computation in the weighted Graph G C . Such a shortest path can be computed using Dijkstra's algorithm (or variants thereof): As the most traversed edges are given the lowest weight, they will be chosen over less traversed edges. Thus, the computed route will utilize, as desired, foremost the most commonly traversed edges in the graph while at the same time utilizing not excessively many edges in total.
IV. EVALUATION
We evaluate InTraRoute based on the representativeness of detected common routes, the dependence on positioning method as well as the scalability to large building infrastructures. This is done based on a dataset collected at a large public hospital, covering more than 100.000 m 2 over three floors. Data was collected using Google Nexus 4 smartphones. The phones ran sensor-logging software to log Wi-Fi signal strengths with a sampling rate of approximately 0.5 Hz. Ten smartphones were provided to the maintenance staff of the hospital. These phones were carried through their regular work, during both day, evening and night shifts, for ten consecutive days except when charging. In total, this collection procedure produced the equivalent of 312 hours of continual position traces. Collecting positioning ground truth for this dataset was prohibitive due to the large scale of the experiment in both spatial extent of the environment and duration, as well as due to privacy concerns restricting the use of e.g. video recording [5] . In addition, we perform an initial evaluation using a dataset from a constrained area, which allows us to collect ground truth. In the latter dataset, 3 different routes between a specific start and end point were traversed for a total of 18 traversals.
A. Constrained Area Evaluation
We first provide an initial evaluation of individual steps in the InTraRoute method, both in order to give further support for their usage as well as to provide better intuition of them. We do so using the dataset from a constrained area of the hospital. The three different routes between a given pair of endpoints are depicted in Figure 2a . Ten traces were collected following the red route, six following the green and two following the yellow one. Figure 2b shows the result after the Efficient Route Clustering step, .i.e. the transition graph G C for each of the detected clusters, wherein each edge is color-annotated by the cluster into which its represented transition falls. Individual examination of the traversals reveals that evidently all route traversals are associated with the correct one among the three clusters. Additionally, the figure illustrates the position estimate outliers that may occur, indicated by positions being far from the route used, as a result of the simple centroid-lateration positioning method used. Figure 2c shows the result of the Per Cluster Common Route Identification step performed for each cluster. It shows that the final route traversals closely resemble those routes actually used, and that the position estimate outliers have been filtered out successfully. To further motivate the clustering approach, the white line in Figure 2c illustrates the route resulting from merging all traversals without prior clustering. While this route seems reasonable, it never actually occurs in the traversals but is instead a combination of the two most common routes, which are correctly identified as such by the clustering module. To conclude, the initial exploratory investigation illustrated by Figure 2c suggests that InTraRoute, and its individual components, work as intended.
B. Representativeness of Routes
To obtain a measure for the representativeness of a InTraRoute-computed common route representative R C for a cluster C of route traversals for a given start-destinationpair, we make use of the similarity measuressim(C, R) as introduced in Section III-C, concretely of the Jaccard measure and the travel time-based measure: We define for R C its representativeness r sim (R C ) as the average similarity it has with the route traversals in C. By extension, we obtain also a global similarity measure for the InTraRoute-computed common route representatives over a given dataset, by averaging r sim (R C ) over all detected route clusters R C . We though decided to exclude from the global measure those (route clusters for) start-destination-pairs, which have no traversals between them with at least 4 transitions: These short traversals are excessive in numbers and would skew the global measure to provide overly optimistic results-because common routes are easier to compute for such very short routes. Based on the global measure, Figures 3a and 3b show the representativeness of the InTraRoute-computed representative routes as a progression when increasingly larger portions of the main data set are used: representativeness is measured on basis of the Jaccardmeasure in Figure 3a , and the travel-time-based measure in 3b. Each of the two figures show graphs for in total five different methods of calculating representative routes: Shown are the two different similarity measures used in the clustering step of InTraRoute, the Jaccard-measure (red), and the travel-timebased measure (green). For comparison, graphs are given also for two simple alternative methods for selecting representatives of common routes between start-destination-pairs: selecting the fastest (blue) and the shortest (pink) detected route traversal, respectively. Finally, the violet graph shows the average pairwise similarity for route traversals between a start-destinationpair, averaged over the set of all start-destination-pairs.
The data shown in both Figure 3a and Figure 3b illustrates that InTraRoute detects common routes that are more representative of the collected route traversals than the ones produced by the comparatively simpler methods. Furthermore, it shows that in InTraRoute the Jaccard-based clustering results in representativeness slightly superior to the travel-time-based similarity measure for clustering-when measuring representativeness based on the Jaccard-measure. Figure 3a also shows that the pair-wise similarity of collected traversals decreases as more data is collected, due to the more diverse situations in which position traces are collected as time progress, e.g. by different staff members, week days and locations (which also explains the outliers in the progression of the graphs). The fact that InTraRoute continues to produce representative common routes-despite this decrease in route traversal equalitymotivates its use, as does comparing the absolute similarity to other graphs in Figure 3a: The average Jaccard-similarity for a computed common route w.r.t. the route traversals from which they are computed is significantly higher than the average similarity between two original route traversals.
In Figure 3b , i.e. when comparing using the travel-timebased measure, the superiority of the two InTraRoute variants is even more pronounced: The resulting relative travel time deviations converge for increasing data amounts to only ca. 10%, while the deviations for simpler alternatives converge to ca. 40%. Furthermore, deviations produced in InTraRoute are lower when using the time-based instead of the Jaccardbased measure for clustering. This indicates that the former should be used if the system is not used primarily for detecting commonly used routes, but instead for providing travel time estimates between given start and destination locations. 
C. Dependence on Positioning Method
To evaluate the dependence on the positioning method used and on its available accuracy, we for comparison in Figure 3c recomputed the results from Figure 3a but instead using the simpler strongest AP positioning method, which was evaluated to have a mean accuracy of 30m at the deployment site. This method simply estimates the position of a target to be the location of the AP for which it receives the strongest RSSI. We see that the progression with increasing amounts of realworld input data is highly similar to that which occurred when using the centroid-lateration approach. The absolute similarities achieved are though somewhat lower than those given in Figure 3a . This suggests that the InTraRoute method still performs robustly and reasonably well also when imprecise positioning data is used as input-but InTraRoute suffers also to some extent from a decrease in positioning accuracy. This decrease though seems likely to be unavoidable as it is inherent in the collected trace data: We see that also the overall similarity between route traversals is lowered in equal manner, from 0.52 to 0.47, due to the decrease in positioning accuracy.
D. Scalability
In order to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the system with regards to amounts of data to be analyzed, runtime was measured for increasingly larger amounts of data in the large building infrastructure. Table I shows the results from running the system on increasingly larger portions of the complete dataset. Visible from the table is, as expected, a quasi-linear relation between the amount of processed position traces and runtime. This provides evidence that the system can easily accommodate large amounts of data. Analysis of the entire dataset of 312 hours of position traces takes 5 minutes, which suggests that the system is able to keep up with real-time data in even the largest and most frequented building complexes. As all methods in the system are built for an online approach, new data can be added as it is collected without the necessity of recomputing large amounts of data. Indeed the time used to process each new position estimate is measured to be on average below 0.05 millisecond, which would theoretically allow for concurrent updates from more than 40.000 moving targets each supplying position updates at 0.5 Hz. In addition, the table shows that the number of different locations rises rapidly as data is added at first, but then seems to converge. This is as is expected when positioning at a large indoor infrastructure, as at some point most or all locations will have been detected. It also means that the graph-structure of our methods do not grow indefinitely, but at some point only e.g. the traversal counts of the cluster graphs will increase no matter the amount of data added from the same infrastructure. We see the same slow down in the amount of new edges, just in larger numbers. However, the number of transitions occurring as expected increases steadily.
V. RELATED WORK
Various methods have been developed for automating indoor map construction and detection of building layout, e.g. via depth camera [10] , inertial sensors and landmark detection [11] , or based on Wi-Fi fingerprints [12] . While these methods help in constructing a floor plan when none is available, they come with further requirements such as precise positioning and specialized hardware. For detecting common routes without depending on a map, e.g. Radaelli et al. [13] present techniques for identifying typical movements among moving targets using a bluetooth positioning system. For outdoor settings a lot of methods have been developed for route prediction based on GPS devices, e.g. to precisely estimate time-of-arrival [4] , for mining routes commonly used by taxi drivers [14] , or to navigation based on detected personal preferences [2] . Common for these approaches are that they require the availability of a road map, to which they either snap the GPS positions or use for routing. Similar to indoor, methods are also available for automatic construction of road maps, e.g. based on GPS traces from buses [3] , or based on intersection detection [15] . Common for these and similar methods are that they rely on the low path-density versus positioning-accuracy ratio when utilizing the GPS system for low-density road-networks compared to indoor paths. For indoor positioning [16] several techniques have been proposed which offer accuracies similar to or better than obtainable by GPS in an indoor context, but which require an investment in expensive infrastructure [17] , or time-consuming fingerprinting of the entire environment [8] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed new methods for detecting commonly used routes for indoor building infrastructures based on empirical data from simple positioning systems, with no prior knowledge of building layout. Through evaluations using datasets collected at a large hospital, we show how the methods produce routes that are representative of the commonly used routes in the building. In addition, we show that the methods are able to scale to a large building infrastructure. The methods thereby successfully overcome the three challenges we describe for performing indoor common route detection: high path-density to positioning-accuracy ratio, a flat path hierarchy and cost-effective scalability. The InTraRoute method may be used for applications such as building navigation, route prediction, facility management and automatic task scheduling at large building infrastructures. The system has opportunities for further improvement by extending the individual techniques and adding further functionality. This includes more complex noise filtering and smoothing approaches based also on e.g. duration, or more advanced similarity measures, e.g. a combination of the two used measures, or adapted measures for string similarity. The trade-off to be decided on though is how much efficiency to sacrifice for more advanced methods.
